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Crews continued working on the substructure of the new 
Pierre-Fort Pierre Bridge between bouts of cold temperatures, 
precipitation, and river icing during January 2023. Workers 
placed concrete for the final set of capitals on Jan. 21, 2023, 
and concrete for the cap at bent four on Jan. 27, 2023. One 
cap for the new bridge remains to be completed at bent three. 

Workers have also been preparing to erect the bridge girders, 
also referred to as beams. The girders, which have begun 
arriving on the construction site, will give support to the 
bridge deck or surface that will be the roadway. Workers have 
been setting disc bearings and placing anchor bolts for the 
Pierre abutment beam seats and on the bent seven cap.

Workers set disc bearings and place anchor 
bolts for the Pierre abutment beam seats on 
Jan. 26, 2023.

Workers install concrete forms for the back wall 
of the Pierre abutment on Jan. 31, 2023.
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Did You Know...
Concrete placing has been ongoing throughout the chilly winter months as 
crews have been working to construct the capitals and caps for the new 
Pierre-Fort Pierre Bridge. When temperatures dip, crews insulate the forms 
with concrete blankets during the forming process. They also heat the insides 
of the forms until the point when they place concrete. The concrete generates 
heat as it cures, and the blankets around the forms act as insulation holding 
in the heat. Hot water is also used in the concrete mix to bring the entire 
mixture's initial temperature above 50 degrees.

Crews placed concrete for the final set of capitals at bent three on Jan. 21, 2023.

Span girders have started arriving on the project site on the Fort Pierre side. 


